SCHEDULE

8:00  Registration Opens
8:00-3:30  Bookstall & Book Signing in the Gotthelf Art Gallery
8:15-9:00  Back To School Workshop Awards Ceremony
9:00-10:00  Al teas Lochtcher Introduction to Jewish Meditation
10:15-11:15  Rabbi Marvin Tse they Chinese, Mongols and Manucltutes: The Unknown Jewish Experience
11:30-12:30  Rabbi Goldie Milgram Back To School Workshop: Creating a Multicultural Life: Racial and Ethnic Diversity in Jewish Life
12:30-1:00  Lunch
1:00-2:00  Rabbi Shlomo Haas Growing Up Jewish: Preparing Yourself and Your Children for the High Holydays
2:15-3:15  Rabbi Goldie Milgram Do You Always Have to Forgive?
3:15-4:15  Girls In Trouble Concert
4:15-5:15  Rabbi fruit Shapiro Judaism Needs Reforming What It Is to be Jewish in the 21st Century
5:00-6:00  Rabbi Sherre Hirsh Preparing for the High Holy Days: A Jewish Meditation Workshop
5:00-6:00  Rabbi Goldie Milgram We Plan, God Laughs: What to Do to be Jewish In the 21st Century
6:00-7:00  Rabbi Sherre Hirsh Trust: How to Live Through Life’s Transitions to Live Passionately and Regularly
6:00-7:00  Rabbi Goldie Milgram The God of Curled Fish
6:00-7:00  Jennifer Meltzer Tate of Foundations of Jewish Family Living
6:00-7:00  Rabbi Ronald Shapiro The Unmentionable God: The Book of Jobs and the Nature of Evil
7:30-8:30  Lunch: Seating available: Dressing Room, Rehearsal Room, Outside Front Patio.
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6:0 Sil via: These items (bars of soap, toothpaste, shampoo) are also welcome.
Tickets on Sale Now! • Box Office (858) 362-3348

PREPARING FOR THE HIGH HOLIDAYS: A JEWISH MEDITATION WORKSHOP

Join Rabbi Sherry Hirsch as she discusses this ancient Hilquiah process. We will explore the theme of life’s transitions and what it means in our own lives. She makes no foolproof process that will turn out well, but she will show us a way to navigate our transitions, including writing meditations, to reflect on the past, look forward, and prepare for the High Holy Days in a deep and meaningful way. Open to beginners and experienced practitioners.

Taste of Foundations of Jewish Family Living

Foundations for Jewish Family Living is a new learning opportunity for parents that provides a thought-provoking encounter with the core values of Judaism. At a time in a family’s life when a child is asking questions about his or her Jewish heritage, this rich learning experience provides you with the knowledge, the language, and the confidence to be a teacher to your own children and support Jewish learning at home.

Tickets on Sale Now! • Box Office (858) 362-1348

ADMISISON: Entire Day/Includes Kosher Bagel Lunch Price: $47; JCC Member Price: $38

*Service Yom Yirat Tikun: Back to Back Services with a Yom Tov minyan and an additional prayer service to enable those who cannot make the primary event to participate.

M-O-T’s and P-O-T: Ending the Drug War as a Jewish Moral Imperative

Criminalizing drug use has had devastating effects on individuals, communities, and society. Join Alison Laichter, of Jewish spiritual education. Individuals from all backgrounds and traditions are welcome.
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